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Thescarfinlethasthepotentialtoreduceaircraft
inletnoiseradiationtothegroundbyreflectingit
intothespaceabovetheengine.Withoutforward
motionoftheengine,thenon-symmetryoftheinlet
causesinflowdistortionwhichgeneratesnoisethat
isgreaterthanthenoisereductionofthescarf.
However,acousticevaluationsofaircraftengines
areoftendoneonstaticteststands.Amethodto
reduceinflowdistortionbyboundarylayersuction
isproposedandevaluatedusingamodelofahigh
bypassratioenginelocatedinananechoic
chamber.Thedesigngoaloftheflowcontrol
systemistomaketheinflowtotheinlet
circumferentiallyuniformandtoeliminatereversed
flow.Thisminimizestheinflowdistortionand
allowsforacousticevaluationofthescarfinletona
staticteststand.Theinletboundarylayersuction
effectivenessisevaluatedbothbyaerodynamicand
byacousticmeasurements.Althoughthedesign
goalisnotmet,thecontrolsystemisfoundtohave
abeneficialeffectontheengineoperation,
reducingbladestallandspeedvariation.Thisis
quantifiedbytwoacousticbenefits,reductionboth
ofthevariabilityoftonenoiseandofthelow
frequencywidebandnoiseduetotheinflow
distortion.It isfeltthatacompromiseinthe
manufactureofthecontrolhardwarecontributesto
theinabilityofthecontrolsystemtoperformas
expectedfromtheanalysis.Thecontrolsystem
with sufficient authority is felt to have the potential
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to permit reliable acoustic testing in a static

configuration of engines with non-symmetric

inlets. Because the control system can improve

operation of the engine, it may also have the

potential to reduce noise and vibration and enhance

engine longevity during low speed ground

operations in the terminal area.

Introduction

The scarf inlet is one in which the inlet lip

protrudes more at the keel than at the crown. This

design has the potential to reduce inlet radiated fan

noise by redirecting a part of the acoustic energy

up and away from observers on the ground. A

computational analysis of the scarf inlet concept

demonstrated that the scarf inlet may also have a

reduced tendency to ingest foreign objects from the

ground during takeoff and landing runs and can

maintain attached internal flow at higher angle of

attack than axisymmetric inlets. 1

Several prototype scarf inlets have been fabricated

for model and for full scale engine testing. The

scarf inlet which is discussed in this paper was
fabricated for the 12-inch diameter model fan

engine and was tested previously in forward flow

in the 14x22 foot VSTOL facility at NASA

Langley Research Center. 2 The experiment showed

that the model engine equipped with a scarf inlet

radiated less noise into the forward sector below

the inlet than did the model when it was equipped

with a symmetric inlet. The difference is fairly

broadband, extending over 1/3-octave bands from

2000 Hz to 15000 Hz; and, although the difference

is on the order of 0.5 dB, the indication is that the

scarf inlet does direct a portion of the acoustic

energy away from the ground. The researchers note

that the scarf angle, 10 i, is relatively small and

conclude that a more aggressive scarf design may
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providemorenoisereduction.Becauseofsafety
issuesandthehighexpenseofflighttesting,insitu
validationofnoisecontroltechnologies,suchas
thescarfinlet,isoftendoneonastaticteststand.A
commonproblemthatexistsinstaticenginenoise
testsisthattheengineispullingairinfroma
quiescentmediumandtheturbulencethatarises
fromtheseparatedflowattheinletlipisingested,
causingspuriousnoisetobegenerated,particularly
atthebladepassagefrequency.ThetuJcbulence
intensityisgenerallylessoncetheaircraftis
movingandso,inordertosimulateforwardflight,
aninflowcontroldeviceisutilized.Theinflow
controldeviceisalarge,hollow,removablesphere
thatcanberolledintoplacesurroundingtheinlet.
It isfabricatedfromhoneycombmaterialthecells
ofwhichareorientedalonglinesofpotentialflow
intotheinlet.Theeffectivenessoftheinflow
controldevicehasbeendemonstratedfor
symmetricinletdesigns.3Despitethepresenceof
theinflowcontroldevice,unexpectedlyhighblade
passagefrequencytoneshavebeenmeasured
duringacoustictestsonenginesequippedwiththe
scarfinlet,infullscaleandmodeltestsalike.A
toneisgeneratedsporadicallyatthebladepassage
frequencywhichindicatesintermittentingestionof
turbulence.Inaddition,lowfrequencynoiseoccurs
athighfanspeedsindicatingonsetofrotorstall.
Whiletheexpectationisthattheinflowdistortion
causingthesetoneswillbedecreasedwhenthe
aircraftisinforwardflight,thenoiseproduced
duringthestatictestmakesit difficulttoassessthe
noisereductionperformanceofthescarfinlet.In
addition,thenoiseandvibrationinducedbythe
inletatlowforwardspeed,suchasduringground
operation,couldshortentheservicelifeofthe
engine.ResearchersatNASALangleyResearch
Centerhaveundertakentoinvestigatethecauseof
theinflowdistortionandtodevelopacontrol
systemusingboundarylayersuctiontoreducethe
influenceoftheflownon-uniformity.

Acomputationalstudyofthescarfinlet,verified
byexperiment,locatedtheinletseparationonthe
halfoftheinletcenteredonthecrown.The
analyticalstudyfurtherrecommendedintroduction
ofboundarylayersuctioninthevicinityof the
highlight.Thismodificationwasincorporatedand
evaluatedintermsofitseffectivenessboth
aerodynamicallyandacoustically.

Description of the Experiment

The control system was developed on a 12-inch

diameter model of a high bypass fan engine
mounted in an anechoic chamber. The 12-inch

Advanced Ducted Propeller (ADP) Demonstrator

has 16 wide-chord rotor blades with hub to tip ratio

of 0.445. A row of 40 stator vanes is located 2

blade chords downstream of the rotors. This

number of blades and vanes is used in order that

the lowest mode of rotor/stator interaction noise is

evanescent, 4 and no tone at the blade passage

frequency is expected to radiate. Figure 1 shows
the 12-inch ADP Demonstrator with the scarf inlet

in place. The model is powered by a 4-stage

turbine which is driven by compressed air. The

model is based on high bypass ratio, high subsonic

tip speed engines. The rotor tip speed at 100% is

subsonic at 905 feet/second. The blade angle

setting is fixed at the takeoff condition such that

the fan pressure ratio is 1.27 at 100% speed. 5 The

model scarf inlet is equipped with two rows of

static pressure taps extending from the inlet

highlight to the rotor plane. One row is located at

the crown of the scarf inlet, where the axial

distance from the highlight to the rotor plane is

minimum, and the other row is at the midpoint

between the crown and the keel. Two boundary

layer rakes are mounted near the rotor plane of the

inlet, one at the keel and the other at the midpoint

opposite the static array. The midpoint boundary

layer rake can be seen in Figure 1, although it is
removed for acoustic tests. Pressure data are

collected on an ESP 8400 multi-channel pressure

data acquisition system. In a typical data

acquisition, the instantaneous voltage

corresponding to pressure for all data channels is

sampled 32 times and the average computed.

Thirty-two (32) samples of the average pressures

are written to a file, so that an average steady state

pressure can be evaluated for each channel. The

entire process of data acquisition takes

approximately 8 seconds in real time.

Using the results of the CFD analysis which are

presented in a later section, the scarf inlet was
modified to allow for suction of air from the

boundary layer in an area near the leading edge of

the scarf inlet on the upper half (crown side). The

recommended modification is a continuous slot

approximately 0.5-inch wide. Time and budgetary

limits precluded fabrication of a continuous slot.

Instead, eighty (80) holes were drilled through

from the outside surface and 0.040 inch ID

stainless steel tubing was bonded into the holes to

make flush-mounted pressure ports. The 80 suction

ports are distributed around half of the
circumference centered on the crown of the scarf

and are spaced on 0.238 inch centers, as can be

seen in Figure 1. Each of the tubes connects to a

proportional valve that can be controlled remotely.

This arrangement was chosen to permit shaping of
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thesuctioncontouraroundtheinlet.Thevalves
connecttoacommonmanifoldfromwhichairis
drawnbyaPIABModel4000vacuumpump.This
typepumpusescompressedairflowingthrougha
seriesofnozzlestoentrainairfromtheevacuated
space.Thistypeofvacuumpumpisintendedfor
applicationsrequiringhighflowrateanddeep
vacuum.Thesystemwasevaluatedwiththeengine
notoperating,withallthevalvesfullyopen,and
withmaximumcompressedairsupplyandwas
foundtodraw27.6cfm,sothepumpwasfeltto
providesufficientflowrateforthecontrol
experiment.

All acousticandaerodynamictestingofthemodel
duringthistestwereperformedintheAnechoic
NoiseResearchFacilityatNASALangley
ResearchCenterinHampton,Virginia,although
referenceismadetotestsperformedpreviouslyon
themodelinthe14x22footVSTOLfacilityat
NASALangleyResearchCenter.Theanechoic
chamberisastaticfacility,however,it isventilated
suchthatadequateflowisavailabletothefanto
simulateanoutdoorstaticteststand.The
chambersdimensionsare27.5feetx 27.5feetx24
feetinsidetheacousticwedges.Theacoustic
treatmentisdesignedtoabsorb99%ofincident
soundenergyabove100Hz.Acoustic
measurementsaremadeusingahooparrayon
whicharemounted18instrument-quality
microphonesonadiameterof6feet.Thehoopcan
berotatedsuchthatsoundmeasurementsaretaken
intheazimuthwithresolutionof4i,andthearray
canbetranslatedtopermitmeasurementsonpolar
anglesfrom15i fromtheengineaxisto90i.6The
microphonesareBruel& KjaerModel4135,1/4-
inchdiameter.Themicrophonesignalsare
conditionedfirstusingBruel&KjaerModel2811
multiplexers,thenusingPrecisionFilters
filter/amplifiers.Thefiltersaresetat200Hzhigh-
passand50kHzlow-pass.Overallgainranges
from8xto32x,dependingonenginespeedand
arrayaxiallocation.Thedataarerecordedusinga
NEFF495high-speedmulti-channeldata
acquisitionsystem.Inatypicaldatacollection,19
channels(18microphonesplusenginetachometer)
ofdataarerecordedfor4secondsatarateof100
k-samples/second.Dataarearchiveddailyusing
magnetictapeandopticaldisc.Themicrophone
systemiscalibrateddailyusingaGENRADModel
1986Omnicalelectrostaticcalibrator.

modelisusedtopreventaft-radiatednoisefrom
flankingintotheinletradiationsector.

Computational Investigation of the Scarf Inlet

An analytical investigation of the aerodynamic

performance of the scarf inlet was conducted in

parallel with the experiments. Researchers from the

Computational Modeling and Simulation Branch at

NASA Langley Research Center performed a

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis of

the inlet. Structured computational grids consisting

of approximately 970,000 cells grouped into 4

zones were generated to model the inlet. Only the

inlet geometry is modeled the computational

domain is truncated at the fan face. The spacing

normal to the wall yielded an average y+ of

approximately 1.5. Figure 3 shows the surface grid

and exit face grid for the scarf inlet. The inlet

orientation matches that used in a previous test,

with the keel (long side) to the left and the crown

(short side) to the right. All cases were run with a

unit Reynolds number corresponding to 177,500.

Simulations were performed as if the inlets were in

free air; thus any wind tunnel wall effects are

neglected. No-slip boundary conditions were used
on all inlet surfaces. Because the loss of flow

uniformity in the scarf inlet was observed to occur

on the static engine, but it is not possible to run the

simulation with precisely zero free stream flow, the

static condition computations were run at a Mach

number of 0.01. This is the lowest Mach number

that can be achieved in the simulation for which the

solution converges. One case for the scarf inlet was

run at a free stream Mach number of 0.15 in order

to assess the effect of free stream velocity on the

inlet flow. To model the variable engine settings

used in the experiment, the pressure at the exit face

of the computational grid was adjusted over a

range of values ofPexit/Pin f from 0.85 to 0.92. The

exit face of the grid corresponds to the input plane

of the rotor. Note that this exit pressure was

uniform in the simulation. An attempt was made to

correlate the exit pressure used in the simulations

with the engine settings used in the experiment, but

the result was inconclusive because the pressure

varies circumferentially in the scarf inlet. The

pressure is relatively constant in an axisymmetric

inlet which has been tested on the 12-inch ADP

Demonstrator. In this case, the pressure range from

0.92 to 0.85 corresponds to the range of operating

speeds from 80% to 100%.

The model set up in the anechoic chamber with the

hoop microphone array is shown in Figure 2. The
inflow control device can be seen on the model.

The acoustically treated wall surrounding the

Figure 4 shows the near-suJcface streamlines for the

scarf inlet at M 0.01 with a back pressure of 0.92.

Streamlines colored red were introduced along the

inside surface of the cowl, near the throat;
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streamlinescoloredbluewereintroducedalongthe
outersurfaceofthecowl.Alsoshowninthefigure
arecontoursofaxialvelocityattheexitplane.Red
indicatesapositiveaxialvelocityandtheother
colorsindicatereversedflow.Thestreamlines
insidethecowlonthecrownsideareseentotravel
upstreamtoapointclosetotheinlethighlight,
wheretheflowseparates;whileonthekeelside
(notvisibleinthefigure),thereisnoevidenceof
separation.Thetransitionwhereflowchangesfrom
downstreamtoupstreamisatthemidwaypoint
betweenthecrownandthekeel.A significant
regionofreversedflowisseenontheexitplaneon
thecrownside.Similarresultswereobtainedfor
otherexitpressures,andtheamountofreversed
flowvariedslightlywithexitpressuresetting.For
thehigherfreestreamMachnumber(0.15),but
withthesameexitpressure,thescarfinletexhibits
noseparation,asisshowninFigure5.Thisisthe
expectedresultthatforwardmotionwilleliminate
muchoftheinflowdistortioninthescarfinlet.

TheCFDmodelwasmodifiedtoshowtheeffectof
introducingsuctionintotheboundarylayernear
theinlethighlight.Figure6showstheresultsof
analysisusingsuctionoverastripnearthe
highlightoftheinletcoveringone-halfthe
circumferencecenteredonthecrown.Theanalysis
showsthatsuctionofairoverthisstripeliminates
theflowreversal.Therateofsuctionfromthe
analysisis11.0cfmdistributeduniformlyoverthe
strip.Thisflowrateisontheorderof0.08%ofthe
flowthroughthefan.

Experimental Results

The 12-inch ADP Demonstrator tests in the

anechoic chamber typically consisted of

aerodynamic and acoustic data collection.

Aerodynamic data consists of stagnation pressure

measurements in the boundary layer near the

entrance to the rotor and static pressure profiles on

the inlet inner surface from the highlight to the fan

face. The model is operated over a range from 70%

to 100% corrected speed. The boundary layer rakes

are removed and far field acoustic surveys are

made for the model operating over the same range

of speeds. Attempts were also made to visualize the

inflow distortion and the flow visualization results

are presented first.

the midpoint between the crown (at the top in the

figure) and the keel (at the bottom in the figure).

The oil flow visualization shows that the air flows

uniformly into the fan from the throat in the area

toward the keel but is reversed in the vicinity of the

crown and flows out of the inlet from the throat.

The area in which flow is reversed extends

circumferentially from the midpoint between the

crown and the keel through the crown over to the

midpoint on the opposite side of the inlet. The oil

flow lines in Figure 7 are similar to the surface

streamlines shown in Figure 4 from the

computational analysis. The major difference is

that the analysis assumes the flow velocity to be

normal to the exit face and thus does not show the

swirling due to rotation of the rotor.

Figures 8 and 9 show the boundary layer profiles

from measurements on the scarf inlet. The profiles

in Figure 8 are measured on the keel of the inlet at

100% speed (approximately 17300 rpm). Figure 9

shows the profiles at a point midway between the

crown and the keel at 100% speed. In both of the

figures, the pressure profiles measured with the

model in the anechoic chamber are identified by M

0 with the boundary layer control either off or on.

These profiles are compared to the results of

measurements made previously in wind tunnel tests

at external flow speeds of M 0.10 and 0.15,

respectively. 2 The pressure profiles show that

going from forward flight to a quiescent medium

causes the curves to shift to the right, which is felt

to indicate a thickening of the boundary layer. The

shift of the curves is more dramatic at the midpoint

between the crown and the keel than it is on the

keel. Similar boundary layer measurements were

made duJcing static tests on a Honeywell Model

TFE731-60 engine 7with scarf inlet, although that

test incorporated more boundary layer rakes around

the inlet. The difference between the boundary

layer profiles at the keel and at the midpoint from

the full scale engine test are found to be similar to

the differences between the M 0 control off

curves in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. The

boundary layer profile at the crown in the full scale

engine test is farthest to the right, indicating that

the boundary layer is thickest at the crown and that

the thickness increases from the keel toward the

crown.

Aerodynamic Results
Tinted oil was used to visualize the airflow in the

inlet. Drops of oil were distributed around the inlet

at the throat and the engine was run to speed. A

typical sample of the oil flow visualization is

shown in Figure 7. This figure shows the area of

The curves in Figures 8 and 9 that are designated

M 0 control on are the measured boundary layer

profiles with the boundary layer control suction on.

The air flow rate produced by the control system

was 12.2 cfm with the engine operating at 100%

speed. Since it covers the crown half of the inlet,
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thesuctionsystemwouldnotbeexpectedtohave
mucheffectonthekeel,andthisisshowninFigure
8.Thedesiredeffectofthecontrolsystemisto
produceaboundarylayerprofileinthevicinityof
thecrownthatissimilartotheprofileproducedin
thewindtunnelsimulatingforwardmotion.Figure
9illustratesthat,althoughit hasameasurable
effectonreducingtheboundarylayer,thesuction
systemlacksauthoritytosimulateforwardflightat
themidpoint.

Theflowcontrolsystemproducedtheamountof
suctionthatwasrequired,accordingtothe
analyticalmodel.However,thecontrolsystemdid
notproducethedesiredeffectofmakingtheinflow
tothefanuniform.Despitethisfact,it was
observedthatthemodelfanranmoresmoothlyand
withlesstendencytostallathighspeedwiththe
boundarylayersuctiononthanwithit off.

Acoustic Results

Acoustic surveys were made of the inlet noise

radiation to the acoustic far field of the 12-inch

ADP Demonstrator with the scarf inlet and

comparisons between control off and control on

were made. A typical azimuthal radiation pattern of

the sound in frequencies surrounding the blade

passage frequency (BPF) tone when the model

speed is set at 70% is shown in Figure 10. This plot

is produced by integrating over the range of

frequencies approximately 50 Hz below and above

the blade passage frequency and it corresponds to

1/3-octave band. The microphone array is located

in the forward sector at an angle from the axis of

the rotor of 70i, so the bottom microphones should

be well within the shadow of the scarf. The figure

shows the effectiveness of the scarf at reflecting

sound upward, thereby reducing sound beneath the

scarf. There is a slight clockwise shift in the pattern
because of the rotor rotation. The sound level in the

shadow of the scarf is 3 to 5 dB less than it is

above the scarf. Measurements at other axial

locations of the array indicate that the effect of the

scarf diminishes fuxther forward of the inlet, and

the BPF sound level reduction is negligible at

angles to the axis of less than 45 i. Figure 10 shows

that the sound level contour with the control

system on is approximately the same as the contour

with the control system off. This indicates that the

control system does not degrade the acoustic

performance of the scarf inlet. In fact, it was found

that the effect of the boundary layer suction was

negligible on the radiation of the blade passage

frequency tone at all model speeds.

The control system is found to produce quantifiable

effects in two areas of fan operation. One is to

reduce the variability of the BPF tone and the other

is to reduce the low frequency noise generation,

both of which are felt to be caused by turbulent

inflow.

When the incoming air stream through which the

blade passage frequency tone propagates is

turbulent, the sound that is radiated to the far field

is unsteady. This unsteadiness can be quantified by

evaluating the standard deviation of the blade

passage frequency tone from the Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) of the time series. Each time

series signal consists of 400,000 points. The FFT is

8192 point, with 50% overlap. Thus 95 spectra are

evaluated from which the average and standard

deviation are calculated. The tachometer signal is

used to determine the blade passage frequency.

Figure 11 is the standard deviation evaluated for all

18 of the microphones in the hoop array at one of

the rotations for the engine operating at 97% speed.

The standard deviation with control off is relatively

constant over all the microphones in the hoop

array, and the average of the standard deviations

for the 18 microphones is 5.1 dB. The standard

deviation varies more widely around the inlet with

the control on, but the average of all the

microphones is less, 2.8 dB. The range of average

reduction of the standard deviation for all the

measurements at 97% speed is from 0.5 to 2.5 dB.

While the fan was operating at high speed with the

control system turned off, the speed varied

considerably, as much as +/-100 rpm. Over the

course of 1-1/2 hours of continuous operation at

100% speed, the fan blades went into stall

condition, characterized by a loud low frequency

tone and large blade vibration, 9 times. No data
were recorded until the fan recovered. When the

control system was activated, the engine speed

variability reduced by a factor of 8 to less than +/-

12 rpm, and the fan blades did not go into stall over

the period of operation of 1-1/2 hours. One way to

quantify this effect is to evaluate the low frequency

wideband noise radiation from the engine. The

sound intensity is summed over the frequency

bands from 500 to 3000 Hz, and a typical curve is

plotted for the array microphones in Figure 12. The

control system is seen to reduce the wideband

noise by from 0.7 to 1.5 dB. It is also seen that the
two curves are similar in form. Thus the radiation

pattern of the low frequency noise is preserved

when the control system is activated, which

indicates that any low frequency noise reduction by
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thescarfinletisnotdegradedbytheflowcontrol
system.

Conclusions

The model fan with the scarf inlet ran poorly in the

static test, even with the inflow control device

installed. Engine speed variations were large at

higher engine speeds, and the blades occasionally

went into a stall condition. The boundary layer

suction system was intended to reduce the

circumferential variation of the inflow to the fan,

thus simulating the forward flight condition.

Despite the fact that the system lacked the

authority to overcome the flow distortion caused by

the scarf inlet, the flow control system was found

to produce measurable effect on the engine overall

performance. Most noticeably, the low frequency

noise associated with blade stall is reduced by

approximately 1.0 dB, but the radiation pattern is

preserved. This suggests that the control system

does not introduce new noise sources.

The computational analysis indicated that the

control system should be effective while drawing

less than 1% of the engine flow out of the

boundary layer. The control system was not as

effective as expected, despite the fact that the

design suction flow rate was met. It is felt that the

shortcoming of the controller is due to the fact that

the suction source is a finite number of discrete

holes rather than a continuous slot. It is expected

that, when the opportunity arises to modify the

scarf inlet again, the discrete holes will be replaced

with a slot more in keeping with the analytical

model. This modification is expected to increase

the control authority without necessitating

increased flow rate.

Eliminating inlet flow distortion will allow static

test stand acoustic evaluation of engines equipped

with non-symmetric inlets such as the scarf inlet.

This is useful to engineers during the

developmental stages of noise control technology

design. Inlet flow control may also enhance the

performance of the scarf inlet by providing a

means to reduce noise and vibration levels in

engines with the scarf inlet during low forward

speed operation of the aircraft. Reduction of

vibration levels during ground operations could

reduce wear on the engine and enhance passenger

comfort.
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Figure 1. Scarf inlet modified for

boundary layer suction over one half of
the inlet centered on the crown

Figure 2.12 inch ADP Demonstrator test set

up in anechoic chamber with inflow control

device and aft noise barrier. Microphone array

shown in farthest forward position.

Figure 3. Surface grid for computational analysis of scarf inlet
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Figure 4. Surface streamlines and axial velocity on

the exit plane for the scarf inlet; Pexit/Pinf = 0 .92,
Mach = 0.01.

Figure 5. Surface streamlines and axial velocity

on the exit plane for the scarf inlet; Pexit/Pinf = 0
.92, Mach = 0.15.

Figure 6. Surface streamlines and axial velocity

on the exit plane for the scarf inlet; Pexit/Pinf = 0

.92, Mach = 0.01, with suction applied over the

region highlighted in white
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Figure7.Oil flowtest results from run at

90% speed. Location shown is midway
between crown and keel
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Figure 8. Boundary layer profile on keel of scarf

inlet at 100% fan speed.
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Figure 9. Boundary layer profile at midpoint of

the scarf inlet at 100% fan speed.
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Figure 10. Contour of BPF tone from ADP Demonstrator with scarf inlet, at 70% speed, 70 i from
fan axis.
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Figure 11. Standard deviation of BPF tone, ADP Demonstrator with scarf inlet at 97% speed, 70i
from fan axis
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Figure 12. Wideband low frequency noise from ADP Demonstrator with scarf inlet at 100%

speed, 60i from fan axis.
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